Connect people to work, and work to people

COVID-19 is an extraordinary health and economic crisis that has caused a massive disruption in the job market. While many organizations are reducing their workforces, others are hiring at scale. Connecting these two groups is critical to getting displaced workers back to work fast.

What is People + Work Connect?

People + Work Connect provides a solution for putting people back to work and helping organizations run effectively. It is a free, online employer-to-employer platform that enables organizations to quickly identify and fill jobs in locations where there is need. It is designed to facilitate the movement of pools of people from one employer to another.

How does it work?

People + Work Connect is powered by an analytics-driven platform developed by Accenture, which pools non-confidential and aggregated workforce information by categories such as location and experience. It gives organizations that have open positions a view into the workforces available to fill those jobs while enabling organizations that have available workforce to help their people find new roles.

Who can use it?

People + Work Connect is available exclusively to organizations that either have jobs to fill or available workers to place. It is global and open to all industries. It is not available to individuals or staffing agencies.

CHROs, organizations come together

Created by chief human resources officers from Accenture, Lincoln Financial Group, ServiceNow and Verizon, this global initiative provides a new way to keep people employed.

Many organizations are putting their support behind the effort including: Business Roundtable, Center for Advanced Human Resource Studies in the ILR School at Cornell University, Center for Executive Succession at the Darla Moore School of Business, Gallup and the CHRO Roundtable, HR Policy Association, Institute for Corporate Productivity, National Academy of Human Resources, Society for Human Resource Management and World50.

Learn more

Visit peopleworkconnect.accenture.com